The GC (G + C, or G or C)-contents of codon silent positions in all two-codon sets and three codons AUY/A (lie), and in most of the family boxes of Micrococcus luteus (genomic GC-content: 74%) are 95% to 100% in both the highly and weakly expressed genes. In some family boxes, there is a decrease in NNC codons and an increase in NNG codons from the highly expressed to weakly expressed genes without apparent involvement of NNU and NNA codons. From these observations, we conclude that the selective use of synonymous codons in M. luteus may be largely determined by GC-biased mutation pressure and that In the highly expressed genes tRNAs would act as a weak selection pressure in some family boxes. Available data suggest that the effect of selection pressure by tRNAs on the synonymous codon choice becomes more apparent in the highly expressed genes in eubacteria with Intermediate GC-contents such as Escherichia coli and Bacillus subtllis, and that the U/C ratio of the codon third positions in NNU/C-type twocodon sets in the weakly expressed genes would represent the approximate magnitude of directional mutation pressure throughout eubacteria.
INTRODUCTION
It has been known that bacterial species differ from one another in the GC-content of their DNA. The GC-content of Micrococcus luteus DNA is one of the highest (74%) in eubacteria and that of Mycoplasma capricolum DNA is the lowest (25%). These variations have been suggested to result from directional mutation pressure on DNA towards AT predominating over GC (ATbiased mutation pressure), or towards GC over AT (GC-biased mutation pressure) (1, 2, 3) .
It has been generally believed that the codon usage is mainly determined by tRNAs and that the selective use of synonymous codons is correlated with degree of expression (4, 5) . The latter phenomenon is seen in bacteria with moderate genomic GCcontent such as Escherichia coli (4) . In the present paper, we have analyzed the codon usage of the highly expressed genes and weakly expressed genes from M. luteus and reached a conclusion that directional mutation pressure is the main factor for choice of alternative synonymous codon in such a high GC-bacterium in both the highly and weakly expressed genes.
Codon usage in highly and weakly expressed genes in M. luteus
The codon usage of the highly expressed genes in the SlO-operon (6), spc-operon (7, 8) , and str-operon (9, 10, 11) , and that of the weakly expressed genes, uvrA (12, 13) , uvrB (14, 15) and dnaA (16) were compared between M. luteus and E. coh. The genes in the nbosomal and its related proteins in the above three operons and adk are expressed in E. coh at very high level in the cell (4-4.5 48 10 4 molecules/cell) (17) , while those for uvrA (50-70 molecules) (18) , uvrB (150-200 molecules) (18) and dnaA (200 molecules) (see ref. 19 ) were expressed much more weakly. Presumably, these situations are essentially the same in M. luteus. Ikemura has shown that the highly expressed genes of E. coli reveal strongly biased codon usage of alternative synonymous codons, while the weakly expressed genes are less biased (4). These observations have been interpreted as a result of the selection of 'favorite' codons by abundant tRNAs or by preference of the anticodon pairing with codon in die highly expressed genes (4) . Then, it is reasonable to assume that the less biased codon usage in the weakly expressed genes is due to a relaxation of selection by d*NAs (20) , and is largely affected by mutation pressure.
In E. coli, it is evident that die genes for ribosomal proteins and adk exhibit a stronger codon usage bias dian uvrA, uvrB and dnaA (Table 1) . For example, in all NNU/C-type two-codon sets with apparent exception of Cys (UGU/C) due probably to limited number of the codons, NNC codons are preferentially used in the highly expressed genes, while NNC usage decreases in the weakly expressed genes (Table 1 and Fig. 2 ). On the contrary, in M. luteus, NNC codons are used exclusively and no difference in codon usage is shown between die highly and weakly expressed genes in all the two-codon sets (Fig. 1) . It is Uien probable uiat the codon usage in the two-codon sets may be mainly determined by GC-biased mutation pressure.
Not only in the NNU/C-type two-codon sets, but in all family boxes and NNA/G-type two-codon sets, M. luteus preferentially uses G or C at die third positions of codons in both die highly (93-100% GC) and weakly expressed genes (98-100%) ( Table  1) . Also, in both the highly and weakly expressed genes, AUC is almost exclusively used among three De codons. Preferential use of C in both the highly and weakly expressed genes is also evident at the codon first positions that are silent, between codons CUN and UUA/G (Leu; CUN 99%) and between CGN and AGA/G (Arg; CGN 99%). These observations would suggest that extremely high GC-contents of all silent (mainly third) positions have resulted from high GC-biased mutation pressure. Thus, it would not be possible for tRNAs acting to shift up the GC-levels at the silent positions, because these levels would have been already 'saturated' as a result from GC-biased mutation pressure. An alternative explanation would be that, in M. luteus, NNG and/or NNC codons (and also CUN and CGN) in both the highly and weakly expressed genes are selected by tRNAs, so that NNG/C contents of both the classes of the genes have become similarly high. This possibility is not very likely at least on NNU/C-type two-codon sets. As described in the next section, NNC and NNU codons in two-codon sets are both 'satisfactory' codons and are translated by wobble with a single anticodon GNN revealing only a little preference with NNC codons than NNU, and yet NNC codons are almost exclusively used in both the highly and weakly expressed genes of M. luteus. There is no reason to avoid the use of NNU codons there, unless high GCbiased mutation pressure has been exerted. In fact, in E. coli or B. subtilis, where directionality of mutation pressure is assumed to be much less, there is a correlation of NNC/U usage with expression levels of the genes (see below and also Fig. 2 ).
The facts described above do not mean that all the codon usages of Af. luteus are solely determined by mutation pressure without any selection pressure by tRNAs. Two family boxes (ACN Thr and GCN Ala) show, from the highly to weakly expressed genes, a decrease in NNC codons and an increase in NNG codons without apparent involvement of NNU and NNA codons (Fig.  1) . This would mean that GC-biased mutation pressure first determined the overall content of G plus C at the codon third positions. The tRNAs and/or other factors acted as selection pressure for the synonymous codon choice between NNG and NNC, without changing the GC-content of the codon third positions. The ratio of NNG to NNC in four family boxes (UCN Ser, CUN Leu, GUN Val and CCN Pro) does not differ much between the highly and weakly expressed genes, with practically no usage of NNA/U codons. Arg (CGN) and Gly (GGN) family boxes show somewhat complicated patterns In both cases, NNU usage is exceptionally high, 20 and 14% respectively, in the highly expressed genes, while NNG usage increases with apparent expenses of NNU in the weakly expressed genes. Presumably, unusual anticodon compositions in these boxes (e.g., the presence of ICG anticodon for Arg) acted as selection pressure so as to prefer U over G in the highly expressed genes.
NNA/G-type codons, except AUA (lie), are translated primarily by a single anticodon *UNN (*U: modified U). Anticodon *UNN pairs well with codon NNA, and only very weakly with codon NNG (19) especially in NNA/G-type twocodon sets, where *U is a thiouridine-derivative or its equivalent such as 5-carboxymethyl aminomethyl undine in E. coh (21) , Bacillus subtilis (21) , and Mycoplasma capricolum (22) . Consequently, the number of CNN anticodons, pairing exclusively with NNG codons, increases with increasing GCcontent of bacterial genomes, because *UNN anticodons cannot accommodate a large amount of NNG codons resulted by GCbiased mutation pressure in high GC bacteria (23) . Thus, M. luteus would carry nearly the maximum number of tRNAs with It is noteworthy that major tRNA species in Thermos thermophilus (GC: 69%) that were found are all those carrying anticodon GNN or CNN (24) . We suggest that appearance/increase or disappearance/decrease of certain tRNA species is, in many cases, an adaptive phenomenon affected by codon usage that has been primarily determined by directional mutation pressure. Along with almost complete conversion of NNA codons to NNG by directional mutation pressure, *UNN anticodons become trace in amount or non-existent, and a few NNA codons that appear at this stage by mutations will be immediately selected against, because of existence of little *UNN anticodons to translate them. This is probably the reason for almost complete absence of NNA codons in M. luteus genes. The absence of AUA (lie) codon may be explained by decrease or deletion of the corresponding anticodon *CAU (*C: lysidine (L) in E. coli (25) ) along with silent conversion of codon AUA to AUC by GC-biased mutation pressure.
By contrast, in eubacteria NNU and NNC codons are translated with a single anticodon GNN by wobble as noted above. Thus, a small amount of NNU codons that appear by mutations may be read by GNN anticodons. In fact, a few NNU codons are used throughout.
Possible measure of directional mutation pressure
The GC-contents of M. luteus spacer regions are 70-80% (8, 11, 13, 15) , and are much lower than the codon third positions (95-100%). We previously assumed that the spacers were constraint-free (26), but we now consider that this would not be the case especially in M. luteus, because very GC-rich (e.g., 95 -100%) DNA sequences could be unfavorable for DNA replication and/or transcription (of transcribable spacers). Furthermore, various signals on spacers need to have a considerable number of A or U in most of the cases (e.g., ref. 27). Presumably, the spacers of M. luteus DNA could have been affected by such constraints. Instead, in the light of the findings described in the preceding section, it would be more reasonable to assume that the GC-contents of the codon silent (mainly third) positions in all the genes, regardless of the highly or weakly expressed, may be taken as more reliable measure of directional mutation pressure in M. luteus.
However, this cannot be applied per se to other eubacteria with intermediate genomic GC-contents, because of the presence of selection pressure by tRNAs that affects the GC-contents of the codon silent positions. Generally speaking, the synonymous codon choice of the weakly expressed genes is much less affected by tRNAs than the highly expressed genes, but this does not mean that the silent positions are all free from such selection pressure The presence or absence of CNN anticodons in family boxes or in NNA/G-type two-codon sets affects the codon choice in the weakly expressed genes. For example, in both E. coli and B.
subtilis (see ref. 26) , contents of NNG codons in NNA/G-type two-codon sets (AAR Lys, and GAR Glu) are less than 35% when translated by a single anticodon *UNN, regardless of expression levels (Fig. 2) . These NNG contents in E. coli are much less than that of GC-contents of whole genome (50%) or that of spacer regions (47%), suggesting that the presence of 'negative' selection by *UNN anticodons to use less NNG codons than NNA throughout the genes. This would be because anticodon *UNN mainly pairs with codon NNA and very poorly with NNG (21) , so that even in the weakly expressed genes, NNG is a very 'bad' codon and cannot be used extensively. On the other hand, the presence of CNN anticodon (e.g., in CAR Gin two-codon set), which translates exclusively codon NNG, strongly enhances the NNG usage with a gradient from the highly to weakly expressed genes (Fig. 2) . Note that the NNG content in the weakly expressed genes (L and R in Fig. 2 ) is higher (60-70%) than the genomic GC-content, suggesting that 'positive' selection by CNN anticodons to use more NNG codons has been exerted even to this class of the genes.
Anticodon compositions for family boxes or for AUY/A (He) codons are complicated by the presence or absence of CNN anticodons and various modifications of the anticodon first positions (except for G), so that GC-contents of the codon third positions are rather variable. Thus, the GC-contents of the codon third positions in the codon sets or boxes discussed above cannot be used as a measure of mutation pressure.
As described below, we propose that the U/C ratio of the codon third positions in NNU/C-type two-codon sets in the weakly expressed genes may be used for an approximate, if not exact, measure of directional mutation pressure. The NNU/C codons in two-codon sets are translated by a single anticodon GNN throughout eubacteria and its pairing efficiency may be only somewhat better with NNC codon than with NNU. In other words, both NNC and NNU are 'satisfactory' codons even if NNC is a little more favorite than NNU. In fact, in AT-rich (30) , with addition to the class L (lowly expressed genes) of uvrA and uvrB from Table I VH: very highly expressed genes, H: highly expressed genes, M moderately expressed genes, L' lowly expressed genes; R: regulatory genes which are expressed lowly Classification is according to Sharp and Li (30) The weakly expressed genes in the text and in Fig 1. correspond to L or R in the expression levels Dashed line the average NNC-content of the class R genes of all the NNC/U-type two-codon sets shown in the figures +/-CNN in NNA/G-type two codon sets means the presence/absence of CNN anticodon in the respective two-codon sets (31) bacteria such as M. capricolum (GC: 25%), NNU codons are used much more (90%) than NNC (28) . Thus, in highly expressed genes of, for example, E. coli and B. subtilis, more NNC codons are chosen than NNU as a result of selection pressure by GNN anticodons to increase translation efficiency. On the other hand, there is no such demand for weakly expressed genes, and then the NNU to NNC ratio would not be affected by tRNAs and be largely determined by mutation pressure. As shown in Fig. 2 , there is a gradient of the NNC-contents of all the NNU/C-type two codon sets, decreasing from the highly to weakly expressed genes and reaching the 'bottom'-value of 40% on average in E. coli and 34% in B. subtilis (data not shown; calculated from data in ref. 29) . The 'bottom'-values would thus represent the approximate degree of directional mutation pressure. Interestingly, these 'bottom'-values off. coli and B. subtilis are almost equal to the spacer GC-contents (47% and 38%, respectively), suggesting that the spacers in these bacteria would not be much constrained in contrast to the case of M. luteus.
Streptomyces spp. are also GC-rich bacteria. It is of interest to compare whether these bacteria show codon usage patterns consistent with M. luteus when the sufficient data on highly expressed genes become available.
